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Abstract: Theory strongly suggests that beneficial symbiotic bacteria could be common within birds. Our argument is
based on the existence of within-host competition for resources between bacteria (i.e. bacterial interference), and on the
differential effect that host fitness (i.e., reproductive success and probability of survival) has on fitness of different bacteria. If reproductive success of hosts is positively related to that of a first bacterium, and negatively related to that of a second bacterium, it would be of selective advantage for the former to develop chemicals that prevent host infection by the
later pathogenic bacterium. Furthermore, we exemplify the possibility that hosts use antibiotic producing bacteria to prevent infections in different body parts (i.e., replacement therapy) or environment (i.e. nest sanitation). We review the up to
now few available results suggesting associations of birds with antibiotic producing bacteria that result in fitness advantages to hosts. Evidence for such beneficial associations, however, has been very scarce so far, and an important research
effort testing predictions of that relationship in different contexts is needed for a generalization of the hypothesis.
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Bacteria are ubiquitous microorganisms that frequently
live in association with other microbes but also with macroorganisms. Symbiosis varies in the mechanisms for achieving and maintaining the associations and, apart of pathogenic
effects (parasitic relationship), they can also result in clear
benefits for hosts (see [1] for a general view of the role of
symbiotic microorganisms in nature). Symbionts, for instance, often enhance host ability to acquire nutrients from
the environment or provide the pathways for synthesis of
needed organic compounds or for catabolism of molecules
available in the environment. Furthermore, because of the
capacity of bacteria to synthesize a great variety of bioactive
compounds, they usually provide hosts with defensive
chemicals that ward off predators, parasites and pathogenic
microorganisms. Below, we review the background knowledge explaining the generalized production of chemicals by
bacteria and why some bacteria should protect hosts against
pathogenic microorganisms. In addition, we also develop
arguments suggesting a generalized used of antibiotic producing bacteria by hosts. Finally, we review the avian literature related to symbiotic associations with bacteria, highlighting the possibility that antibiotic producing symbionts
may play a role in avian evolutionary ecology.
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BACKGROUND FOR A GENERALIZED USE OF ANTIBIOTIC PRODUCING BACTERIA BY MACROORGANISMS IN NATURE
Chemicals: A Widespread Armament of Bacteria
Competition for resources and space among bacteria (i.e,
interference property [2]) is a common phenomenon driven
by chemical battles. Once a bacterium is established, it
modifies the chemical environment and creates a physicochemical barrier that impedes the establishment of other bacteria, unless the latter produce counteracting chemicals. Bacteria possess an extraordinary array of microbial defense
systems that include classical antibiotics, metabolic byproducts, lytic agents, numerous types of protein exotoxins,
and bacteriocines, varying in their antimicrobial capacity
from specific actions to broad spectra [3]. When bacteria live
in symbiotic relationships with hosting organisms, they use
those chemicals in the competition for space or resources
with other microorganism including host pathogens. Thus,
hosts would benefit from the establishment of relationships
with non-pathogenic bacteria acting as barriers preventing
colonization of host tissues by pathogenic micro-organisms.
Barrier-benefits from symbiotic bacteria against pathogenic
micro-organisms have mainly been studied for gut bacteria
living in vertebrates [4], but also in insects [5], which indicates that barrier benefits for hosts are likely widespread in
nature. Symbiotic bacteria might also produce toxins such as
polyketides that confer protection against predators [6, 7].
Consequently, chemicals from non-pathogenic-established
symbionts could provide hosts with protection against
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pathogenic microorganisms and, in some cases, even against
predators.
When Should Symbiotic Microorganisms Protect Hosts?
Protection of the hosts from pathogens would be of selective advantage for symbiotic microorganisms that depend on
host survival and/or reproduction for a successful transmission to other hosts [8] and, therefore, the mode of symbiont
transmission among hosts would be important when predicting mutualistic relationships between hosts and microorganisms. Most bacteria are able to produce antibiotic substances
against other microorganisms [e.g., 9] and, consequently,
symbiotic relationships in which the hosts obtain immune
benefits would theoretically be common when successful
microorganism transmission is closely related to host fitness.
In vertically transmitted symbionts, the effectiveness of
transmission to new hosts (from parent to offspring) is
closely related to reproductive success of hosts, and therefore they rarely produce negative effects on host survival [1].
Horizontally transmitted parasites, however, do not need
successful host reproduction for effective transmission to
another host and, consequently, are commonly more virulent
for hosts than those vertically transmitted [10]. Vertically
and horizontally transmitted symbionts commonly occur
within the same hosts, and a conflict of interests over host
fitness appears among these two kinds of microbes. In that
context, it has been suggested that the conflict between horizontally and vertically transmitted symbionts selects the latter to provide their host with resistance against the former
(pathogen and parasites) microorganism [11]. Furthermore,
this scenario also explains why mutualistic relationships between macro- and microorganisms are more commonly established with vertically transmitted parasites [1].
Vertical transmission however is not a requisite for the
establishment of mutualistic relationships between microand macroorganisms [12] and, if healthy hosts provide environments that enhance the fitness (i.e. transmission) of some
symbionts, but not that of others, a conflict between these
two kinds of microorganisms over the health of the host
would also occur. Again, this conflict would select for hostfavored symbionts providing their hosts with resistance
against pathogens, parasites, or even predators (see examples
in [11]). Therefore, the differential association between host
fitness and reproductive success of different coexisting symbiotic microorganisms is the key assumption for predicting
the evolution of mutualistic relationships between hosts and
microorganisms. This relationship would therefore provide
hosts with symbiont-mediated-protection against other symbionts: those that negatively affect fitness of both hosts and
mutualistic microorganisms.
Symbiont-mediated-protection has mainly been studied
in invertebrate hosts [1, 11, 13, 14], but recent studies also
provide evidence for its existence in vertebrates, including
amphibians [15], birds [16], and mammals [17]. Therefore,
this kind of mutualistic relationships are likely widespread in
nature [12].
Could Host Use Antibiotic Producing Bacteria?
Once a host body location harbours beneficial bacteria,
they could even be moved to a different body part. In the
case of a pathogenic infection, and appropriate environ-
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mental conditions, beneficial bacteria may thus replace
pathogenic ones and, consequently, cure or prevent infections. In human medicine, bacteria translocation has been
used as a medical therapy (replacement therapy) and consists
on the implantation of effecter bacteria in body parts at high
risk of infection [18]. The effectiveness of colonization with
benign bacteria to prevent or eliminate pathogenic ones has
been tested, for instance, in the prevention of dental caries,
otitis media, and streptococcal pharyngitis. Although these
therapies are not commonly used yet, the future appears to
hold great promise for its use to prevent and control bacterial
infections in humans [18]. Due to the likely great benefits
associated with the translocation of beneficial bacteria between body parts, animals might also practice replacement
therapies with beneficial bacteria. This possibility, however,
has rarely been investigated.
Translocation of beneficial bacteria from one to other
places for preventing infection has been detected in nature.
One of these examples is related to fungus-growing ants that
use symbiotic bacteria living in their metapleural gland to
inhibit growth of pathogenic fungi not on their body but on
their crops [19]. Antibiotic producing bacteria living on the
skin of salamanders [15], or in the uropygial gland of hoopoes (Upupa epops) [16], that are moved to eggs to protect
embryos against infections, may also be and example of “replacement therapy” in nature. Sanitation with saliva by insects and mammals might also imply the translocation of
antibiotic producing bacteria that prevent infections [20, 21].
Summarising, there are good theoretical reasons for hypothesizing that antibiotic producing bacteria living in animal hosts are widespread in nature, and that the protection of
hosts against pathogenic microorganisms would be of selective advantage for some mutualistic but not for other symbiotic bacteria. Because of the direct benefits for hosts harbouring such protective bacteria, it could also be hypothesised that host traits favouring growth and use of the beneficial microorganisms should have been selected throughout
the evolutionary history of animals. Below, we review some
evidence of symbiotic associations between antibiotic producing bacteria and birds. Because of the scarcity of studies
in birds, we also speculate and hypothesise possible scenarios where such relationship is possible.
BIRDS AND ANTIBIOTIC PRODUCING BACTERIA:
EVIDENCE OF MUTUALISTIC RELATIONSHIPS
Antibiotic Producing Bacteria Within the Gastrointestinal Microbiota
It is well known that the intestinal microflora has profound effects, not only on the anatomical and physiological
development of hosts, but also on their immune system [22].
Autochthonous microflora stimulate the host immune system
to respond more quickly to pathogen challenges and, through
bacterial interference, inhibit colonization of the gastrointestinal tract by overt exogenous pathogens [4]. Therefore, it is
likely that antibiotic producing bacteria play an important
role in maintaining the optimal bacterial community for food
digestion in the intestinal tract of the bird host. In accordance
with a positive effect of antibiotic substances in the gastrointestinal tract, it has experimentally been shown that feeding
with antibiotics enhances growth of wild [23] and domestic
birds [24]. Interestingly, the effects on growth and immuno-
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competence of probiotics, such as Lactobacilus sp., included
in the diet of chickens is quite similar to those produced by
antibiotics [25, 26], suggesting that both treatments eliminate
detrimental bacterial strains and/or enhance proliferation of
mutualistic strains with antibiotic production capacity.
Therefore, it is possible that through bacterial interference,
antibiotic producing bacteria are, at least partially, responsible for maintaining optimal intestinal flora and preventing
colonization by exogenous pathogens [4, 27, 28].
Indigenous intestinal bacteria [4] vary depending on environmental factors, such as diet or habitat, as well as on
properties of the digestive tract, including anatomy or pH
[29]. Many factors affecting intestinal microbiota, however,
are species-specific traits and therefore a genetic component
determining the composition of the bacterial community
found in the intestine of birds is also likely. Evidence of a
host-genetic effect determining intestinal bacterial community (estimated through characterization of cloacal bacterial
assemblages) has been recently obtained from a crossfostering experiment with nestlings of great spotted cuckoos
and those of their magpie hosts [30]. Nestlings of those species were fed within the same nest by the same parents and,
thus, the environmental components driving the establishment of a particular bacterial community within the intestine
were partially controlled. We found significant differences in
bacterial assemblages of the parasitic and host nestlings,
although none of the phylotypes were specific in either great
spotted cuckoos or magpies, which suggest a genetic (i.e.,
specific) component of the intestinal microbiota [30]. The
environmental component of intestinal bacterial community
in wild birds has also been demonstrated by means of interspecific cross-fostering experiments of nestlings [30, 31] and
by comparing the cloacal microbial community of adults
from different locations [32]. As we mentioned above, most
of the environmental variation is likely mediated by among
nests differences in nestling diets and feeding efforts by parents (i.e., parental effects), which might also have a genetic
component in parents (i.e. indirect genetic effects [33]).
Consequently, if the particularities of intestinal flora composition of nestlings are the consequence of indirect genetic
effects of parental behaviour and are related to the probability of nestling recruitment, natural selection could act on
such parental traits favouring those resulting in optimal intestinal flora of nestlings [33].
Although the study of the intestinal bacterial community
of wild bird species has only recently attracted the attention
of ornithologists, evidence of the prime role of these bacteria
in determining nestling growth and probability of survival
are accumulating. Apart from the unequivocal negative effects of pathogenic bacteria such as Escherichia coli, Salmonella spp. or Shigella spp. [34, 35], some beneficial effects
have been detected in relation to the abundance of other microorganisms such as Lactobacillus sp. [34] or Enterococcus
sp. [36]. Moreover, a relationship between gastrointestinal
bacterial diversity and immunocompentence or body condition of hosts has also been detected in wild nestling birds
[37]. Because the presence of beneficial bacteria in the gastrointestinal tract is correlated with the diversity of the bacterial community, the detected associations between phenotypic quality of nestlings and bacterial diversity were interpreted as resulting from the effect of beneficial bacteria [37].
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The physiological benefits obtained by hosts from symbiotic intestinal bacteria are mainly explained by direct effects on food digestion allowing the degradation of some
hardly digestible molecules and the synthesis of essential
nutrients, but antimicrobial chemicals produced by some
beneficial bacteria could also contribute to explain the detected relationship between microflora and fitness related
traits. In natural conditions, however, it is not possible to
isolate the importance of antibiotics produced by bacteria
living in the gastrointestinal tract from other bacterial effects.
Adaptive Transmission of Beneficial Bacteria
Given the importance of beneficial bacteria in the host
gastrointestinal tract, mechanisms allowing their transmission among individuals would be of selective advantage.
Birds, when feeding their nestlings may transfer beneficial
bacteria present in the saliva. One extreme example of the
importance of such mouth-to-mouth transmission was provided by Kyle and Kyle [38] who reported that 100% of
chimney swift (Chaetura pelagica) nestlings of less than 6 d
old died during rehabilitation if the provided food did not
contain saliva from healthy adult swifts. In contrast, nearly
100% of nestlings handfed with food inoculated with saliva
were rehabilitated and released [38]. Since potentially pathogenic but also benign microorganisms were found within the
oral cavities of adult and young swifts the authors suggested
a potential role of microbial flora in saliva transfer.
The potential benefits associated to the transmission of
beneficial bacteria have even been proposed as the reason
explaining the high frequency of copulations of some bird
species [39]. Beneficial sexually transmitted microbes would
either protect females against future encounters with pathogens and/or serve as therapy against present infections [39].
Predictions from this hypothesis however cannot be easily
tested and, apart from some pieces of information that
matched with the hypothesis [39], including the experimental
demonstration that gut bacteria can be transmitted sexually
with a higher transmission rate when males are the infected
sex [40], this hypothesis has not received further support.
However, sexually transmitted diseases are likely common in
birds [41, 42], and acquisition of barriers against them from
antibiotic-producing bacteria would be of selective advantage both for bird males and females. A possible experimental test of the “beneficial sexually transmitted microbe hypothesis of avian copulations” would consist on the experimental infection of birds with pathogenic micro-organisms
after having been subjected to experimental treatments of
high vs. low rates of copulations. If the probability of acquiring beneficial bacteria increases with the number of copulations and the level of polygamy, individuals copulating several times with several healthy individuals should demonstrate a lower infection rate than individuals not allowed to
perform effective copulations (i.e. cloacal contact). The experiment proposed, however, should control for the activation of immunity in the female reproductive tract due to
copulations alone. If immune activity increases with the
number of copulations, then pathogen invasion of the female
cloaca may be less successful in multiply-copulating indi-
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viduals for that reason, not because of competition between
microbes.
The acquisition of protective endosymbionts from conspecifics has recently been suggested as an important but
underappreciated benefit of animals living in groups [43].
Lombardo [43] predicted that complex forms of sociality
would have more likely evolved in host species that have to
repeatedly obtain endosymbionts from conspecifics than in
those who can obtain beneficial bacteria either directly from
the environment, by vertical transmission, or only once in
their lifetime. The communal roosting and the very frequent
allopreening behaviours of wood hoopoes (Phoeniculidae)
[44, 45] could be an example of the importance of social
behaviour for maintaining mutualistic symbiotic bacteria.
Similarly to the European hoopoes, Phoeniculidae species
possess very special brown and malodorous preen secretions
that occur in association with symbiotic bacteria [46, 47]
(see below). Interestingly, in the Phoeniculidae species
where the secretion has been studied (e.g. the green woodhoopoes, Phoeniculus purpureus), the detected bacteria was
described as a new species (Enterococcus phoeniculicola).
The individual contacts in communal roosting, as well as the
very frequent allopreening behaviour detected in this species
[45], could explain both the evolution of specific symbionts
and the social acquisition of beneficial bacterial strains in
green hoopoes.
Although more work is necessary before we can reach
firm conclusions, these scenarios suggest that antibiotic producing bacteria might have played a prime role in the evolution of avian life history traits.
Bacteria and the Uropygial Gland of Birds
Preen gland secretion is used by birds, among other purposes, to prevent pathogenic infections of feathers and skin
[48, 49]. This function is mediated by antimicrobial chemicals that are directly secreted by the gland cells [48, 50].
Recently, however, bacteria living in the uropygial gland of
two species of Upupiformes of two different families, the
European hoopoe (Upupidae) and green woodhoopoe (Phoeniculidae), have been considered as partially responsible for
the particularities (stinky odour and brown colour) of their
uropygial secretions [46, 47]. The chemical composition of
the secretions of these two species has been studied and reports have identified a complex mix of volatile compounds
usually not present in the secretions of other species [51, 52].
Interestingly, some of the volatile compounds detected in the
secretion of both species, such as the indole, are known to be
metabolites of bacteria [53] that are active against some
other bacteria [54]. This suggests the possibility that the
symbiotic bacteria found in preen glands directly synthesise
such chemicals. Evidence supporting a role for antibiotic
producing bacteria determining the antimicrobial activity of
uropygial gland secretions is almost exclusively restricted to
studies performed by our research group on European hoopoes. Below we describe those findings and discuss the possibility that other species of birds use similar strategies.
Evidence for Antimicrobial Properties of Uropygial Secretions Being Mediated by Antibiotic-Producing Bacteria
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In contrast to woodhoopoes, European hoopoes only harbour bacteria in their uropygial gland during reproduction
and exclusively in nestlings and nesting (i.e., incubating or
brooding) females. Furthermore, only the brown and malodorous secretions harboured bacteria, allowing comparisons
of antimicrobial activity of secretions with (brown) and
without (white) bacteria from individuals of the same species
and/or even sex [16]. Several pieces of information suggested that antibiotic producing bacteria were the responsible
of the antimicrobial activity of brown secretion of hoopoes.
The first one is that brown but not white secretions contained
bacteria and showed antimicrobial activity against Bacillus
licheniformis [16]. The second one is that most of the cultivable strains isolated from the uropygial secretions belonged
to the genus Enterococcus, a genus that produces a well
known group of bacteriocins with broad antimicrobial capabilities [i.e., enterocins, 55]. In accordance with the expected
production of enterocins, one bacterial strain of Enterococcus faecalis, isolated from the uropygial gland secretion of a
nestling hoopoe, produced at least two different bacteriocins
with antimicrobial activity against a wide range of bacteria
[56]. Furthermore, most of the bacterial colonies isolated
from secretions of European hoopoes showed antimicrobial
activity against the feather-degrading bacterium Bacillus
licheniformis [16]. Importantly, the antimicrobial activity of
those colonies was inhibited by the addition of protease suggesting that bacteriocins, and not other secreted chemicals,
were responsible for the antimicrobial properties demonstrated by enterococci living in the uropygial gland of European hoopoes when grown in standard solid media [16].
Symbiotic bacteria may also be responsible for the occurrence of antimicrobial chemicals of non-peptidic nature in
the uropygial gland secretions of hoopoes (see above). We
have tested this hypothesis by experimental injections of a
broad-spectrum antibiotic in the uropygial gland of nestling
hoopoes during development [52]. The comparison of the
chemical composition of uropygial secretions between experimental and control nestlings revealed that the former had
lost volatile chemicals with antimicrobial properties. Furthermore, the comparison of the antimicrobial power of a
mixture of volatile chemicals reflecting the concentrations
found in secretions from experimental and control nestlings
resulted in clear differences. The blend reflecting the natural
composition of secretions (control birds) showed activity
against all tested bacterial strains, while that of experimental
nestlings was completely ineffective [52]. These results
strongly suggest a role of symbiotic bacteria determining the
antimicrobial properties of the dark uropygial gland secretion of hoopoes that is mediated, not only by antimicrobial
peptides (i.e., bacteriocins), but also by several volatiles with
antibiotic activity.
Protection Against Feather Degrading Bacteria
Hoopoes, as other birds, use the uropygial secretion to
spread it on feathers. Given that secretion is full of symbiotic
bacteria with antagonistic activity against other microorganisms (see above), part of the antimicrobial properties of secretion may be due to the symbionts. The effects of bacteriocins from the enterococci symbionts preventing feather degradation during the nesting phase of hoopoes would, in any
case, be independent of those from other chemicals of nonpeptidic nature. In an experiment performed in laboratory
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conditions, we found support for the predicted benefits after
testing for the independent effects of both bacteriocin and
symbiotic bacteria in feather-degradation rate caused by the
feather degrading Bacillus licheniformis. Briefly, the addition of either bacteriocin MR-10 (produced by enterococci
isolated from hoopoe glands) or the producer Enterococcus
strain MRr-10-3 [56] to feathers of European hoopoes in
culture media containing the feather degrading bacteria Bacillus licheniformis [see, 57] invariably resulted in a statistically significantly decrease of feather degradation [58].
Therefore, since Bacillus licheniformis is quite abundant in
feathers of wild birds [57, 59], the detected effects of both
Enterococcus strains and secretions on feather degradation
by B. licheniformis in laboratory conditions suggest that in
natural conditions the antibiotic producing bacteria living in
the uropygial gland of hoopoes protect feathers of hoopoes
from degradation.
Protection of feathers from degrading microorganisms is
believed to be one of the main functions of the uropygial
gland secretions of birds [48]. Bacteria have only been identified in the secretions of European hoopoes and woodhoopoes (see above) and, consequently, in most birds the protection of feathers is apparently mainly mediated by antimicrobial activity of secretion chemicals produced by birds themselves [50, 60]. Uropygial oils might however promote
growth of non-pathogenic bacteria that, due to their interference properties, would outcompete or otherwise exclude
parasitic or pathogenic microbes. Pugh and Evans [61] detected that the presence of uropygial oil on feathers promotes
growth of some fungi but impedes the establishment of others with queratinolitic activity, and that the effect of oils on
growing fungi depend on the bird species. Recently,
Shawkey et al. [48] suggested that the uropygial oil may also
promote the growth of mutualistic microorganisms that exclude others with pathogenic effects. Shawkey et al. [48]
isolated bacteria from feathers of house finches
(Carpodactus mexicanus) and studied the effect of the bird
uropygial secretion on them. Briefly, they estimated
inhibition intensity of the uropygial secretion against all
detected bacterial strains, as well as the queratinase
production of each isolate. They found that the uropygial
secretion inhibited growth of most of the queratinolitic
strains, but not of those with no or very low queratinolitic
activity (see Table 1 in [48]). Intriguingly, Enterococus
faecalis was one of the bacteria detected in feathers of house
finches for which the uropygial secretion did not demostrate
antagonistic activity. This bacterium produced queratinase at
a relatively low rate but, simililarly to most Enterococcus
faecalis strains assayed, should produce enterocines and
some other antimicrobial chemicals [55, 62] that, together
with antimicrobial chemicals synthesised by birds, would
prevent the establishment of others microorganisms with
queratinolitic (i.e. feather degrading) activity [48, 59].
Given that the presence of bacteria strains with unknown
pathogenic effects on bird feathers is likely to be common
[48], a beneficial effect for birds of the establishment of such
bacteria on the feathers surface, impeding colonization by
pathogenic bacteria, is also likely. Birds, by spreading some
chemicals on their feathers might not only protect them from
degrading bacteria directly, but also indirectly. Components
of the uropygial secretion could promote the establishment
of other bacteria that are harmless to hosts but that impede
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the colonization of feathers by virulent bacteria. Predictions
from this hypothesis have never been tested, but empirical
and experimental tests are possible. For instance, a negative
relationship between abundance estimates of feather degrading bacteria and bacteria diversity would be in accordance
with the hypothesis. Furthermore, laboratory conditions favouring the establishment on feathers of non-degrading bacteria should prevent feather degradation by other bacteria
with queratinolitic activity.
Protection Against Egg Infection
European hoopoes also spread the uropygial gland secretion on eggshells. In fact, it has been suggested that the
change in egg colouration along the incubation period from
pale blue to brown colour is due to the impregnation of eggshells with uropygial secretion of hoopoe females [47]. Thus,
we predicted that hatching success of hoopoes may benefit
from bacteriocins produced by symbiotic enterococci [16].
We attempted to demonstrate such benefit by deactivation of
bacteriocins in nests of hoopoes by mean of the periodical
addition of protease along the incubation period. Results
were in accordance with the expected experimental effect;
i.e., hatching failures were more common in experimental
than in control nests. Additionally, the effect of protease was
not found in the spotless starling (Sturnus unicolor), a species that apparently do not harbour bacteria in the uropygial
gland, further suggesting a link between the effect of protease and bacteria producing antimicrobial peptides [16].
Therefore, these results suggest a role of antibiotic producing
bacteria preventing trans-shell infection of hoopoe embryos.
The selective pressures exerted by pathogenic bacteria on
avian embryos are supposed to be intense given that around
10% of the avian eggs fail to hatch in natural conditions [63,
64], and avian eggs present defence mechanisms that protect
embryos from bacterial infection. These mechanisms are
mainly known from studies of poultry and are constituted by,
first, a physical barrier represented by the shell and membranes that envelop the embryo, and second, a chemical barrier represented by some of the proteins dissolved in the albumen. These last components include lysozymes, ovotransferrins, ovomucoids, etc. and are therefore transmitted by the
female [65-67]. Some other adaptations proposed to diminish
the probability of trans-shell embryo infection are protective
behaviours, such as the use of green plants with antimicrobial properties [68, 69], or the increase of the incubation effort [70], given that incubation reduces bacterial growth and
diversity on the eggshell [71, 72]. While the hypothesised
antimicrobial activity of green plants would likely be mediated by volatile compounds with directly antimicrobial properties, mechanisms underling the experimentally detected
effects of incubation on growth, density, and diversity of
bacterial community at the eggshell [71] are not so clear.
The environment of incubated eggs, with higher temperature and lower humidity than that of non-incubated eggs,
might directly prevent pathogen invasion [71, 73]. Moreover,
the incubating environment could also amplify the possible
effects of antimicrobial volatile chemicals from plants used
in nest building, explaining the detected low bacterial load
on incubated eggs. Female parents may also use feathers or
the epidermal layer of their brood patches, previously
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daubed with preen gland secretion, to inoculate shells with
antibiotic agents or with certain protective microbial species
[71]. Another possible reason explaining the effect of incubation preventing the contagion of avian embryos by pathogenic bacteria could be related to the existence of nonpathogenic bacteria on the egg surface, or in the female’s
breast feathers in contact with the egg surface, that could
interfere with pathogenic bacteria, thereby preventing embryo infection. Although this possibility has been recently
suggested by Cook et al. [71] and Baggott and Graeme-Cook
[66], evidence of the importance of bacterial interference as
a barrier preventing embryo infection was actually found
several decades ago, not on the eggshell but on the allantoid
membrane of chicken eggs. More than forty years ago laboratory experiments with embryonated eggs demonstrated that
prior allantoic infection with avirulent staphylococci afforded significant protection against subsequent challenge
with virulent strains, not only staphylococci, but also others
such as Salmonella typhimurium, Escherichia coli, or even
against one strain of influenza virus [74, 75]. A generalization of bacterial interference processes diminishing the probability of embryo infection is possible because of the existence of beneficial bacteria in the digestive tract and other
bird organs such as the uropygial gland (see above). Preening behaviour would facilitate the contact of the incubating
bird with its eggs inducing the transmission of these symbiotic/commensal bacteria to the eggshell and to the allantoid,
which would prevent its contagion by pathogenic bacteria
[see, 76]. This possibility could be facilitated if eggshells
become in contact with oil from the uropygial secretion that,
as has been suggested for feathers could promote growth of
beneficial bacteria.
After the pioneering studies mentioned above, this research line was however abandoned until now, probably due
to methodological problems inherent to the study of microbiota in natural conditions. This is a promising line of research that, because of the antimicrobial chemical composition of most uropygial secretions studied, offers the possibility to study coevolution between preen secreted chemicals
and bacteria, which are not killed but promoted because of
their interference properties against pathogenic bacteria. This
hypothesis can be tested by, for instance, exploring interspecific variations in both chemical and bacterial diversity of
uropygial glands and eggshell of wild birds. The bacterial
communities on the eggshell of bird species using antibiotic
producing bacteria should be more dense but less diverse
than those of the eggshell of other species. Specific bacteria
that appear at high density on the eggshell of a target species
of bird (as in hoopoes) would be a good candidate as beneficial-antimicrobial-producing bacteria. Detection of antimicrobial activity of such bacteria against pathogenic microorganisms, either alone or together with preen secretions,
would also be necessary to demonstrate potential beneficial
effects for bird hosts.
Bacteria from Allochthonous Biological Materials
Another possibility for the existence of relationships between birds and bacteria is the use of material likely containing beneficial microorganims, including those producing
antibiotic substances. Bacteria are ubiquitous microorgan-
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isms that are in symbiosis with most (if not all) macroorganisms, including plants and animals. Bacterial communities
are usually host specific and, even within the same hosts,
vary depending on the organ, structure, or body location
sampled. Consequently, when birds collect or consume particular biological products they are also collecting particular
microbiota. Since flora associated to some biological materials could have beneficial effects on collecting birds, benefits
associated to the collection of allochthonous biological materials could be related to antibiotic substances produced by
bacteria inhabiting the collected materials. Thus, bacterial
communities could play an important role when birds select
materials for food, nest building, etc. We briefly expose below the possibility that antimicrobial properties of bacterial
communities found on feathers collected for nest building
may affect the selection of nest lining materials.
Many different species of birds use feathers in their nests,
and, as we mentioned above, feathers sometimes harbour a
complex bacterial community that mostly include feather
degrading bacteria [48, 59]. Most of these bacteria, as those
of the genera Enterococcus, Staphylococcus [77] and Streptomices [78], are known producers of antibiotic substances
and, therefore, if present in transported-to-the-nest feathers
they could play a role preventing the establishment of other
bacteria within the nest environment. For instance, Bacillus
licheniformis is perhaps the most common feather degrading
bacteria species in feathers of wild birds (Burtt and Ichida
1999) and, apart from its pathogenic activity on avian feathers, it is also known to produce antimicrobial substances [7981], that are active not only against different strains belonging to the genera Bacillus, Corynebacterium, Enterococcus,
and Micobacterium, but also against amoebas [82] and fungi
[83, 84]. Consequently, the use of feathers by many species
of birds for nest lining could in fact be a growing culture of
B. licheniformis and some other bacteria that prevent the
establishment of pathogenic bacteria in the nest environment.
Alternatively, the use of feathers containing feather degrading bacteria could also be costly for adults and nestlings if
the use of feathers increases the risk of infection by the
transported bacteria. The relationship between birds and
feather degrading bacteria has always been suggested to be
parasitic but, under this hypothesis, a positive association is
also possible. Birds, through preening behaviour, may control and/or prevent growth of feather degrading bacteria on
their own plumage, but those bacteria growing on the unprotected allochthonous nest material might, thanks to their antibiotic production, protect eggs and nestlings from other
pathogens.
FINAL REMARKS
We have here reviewed the few available results suggesting that birds are associated with antibiotic producing bacteria, and that this association results in fitness advantages for
hosts. The evidence accumulated up-to-date does not lend
itself to an easy generalization of the importance of such
kind of associations, and a large research effort is still
needed to test predictions of the hypothetical relationships in
different contexts. We have exposed theoretical arguments
suggesting that the existence of beneficial symbiotic bacteria
should commonly occur within host birds, and that hosts can
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use these bacteria to prevent pathogenic infections. Furthermore, we suggest that birds might also promote growth of
beneficial bacteria by using specific chemicals or allochthonous material. We hope that these points may encourage
ecologists to further investigate the possible role of antibiotic
producing bacteria in bird life history traits evolution.
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